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A Mueller-matrix imaging polarimeter was developed to measure spatially resolved polarization properties
in the living human eye. The apparatus is a double-pass setup that incorporates two liquid-crystal variable
retarders and a slow-scan CCD camera in the recording stage. Series of 16 images for the combinations
of independent polarization states in the f irst and second passages were recorded for two experimental
conditions: with the camera conjugated either with the retina or with the eye’s pupil plane. Spatially resolved
collections of Mueller matrices and the degree of polarization were calculated from those images for both retinal
and pupil planes.  1999 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 120.5410, 170.3880, 330.5370.

Because the ocular media and the retina in the human eye exhibit rather complicated polarization properties, every technique based on collecting the light
scattered back into the retina, for instance, the retinal
image quality measured by use of either the doublepass method1,2 or the Hartmann–Shack sensor,3,4 is
affected by polarization. On the other hand, several
diagnostic techniques currently used in ophthalmology
are based on measuring changes in the polarization
state in the retina.5 Earlier experiments used only
parallel and crossed linear polarizers,6,7 and van Blokland8 used a rotating retarder polarimeter to measure
the polarization properties of the light backscattered
from the retina. Dreher et al.5 developed a Fourier ellipsometer adapted to a laser scanning ophthalmoscope
for clinical applications. A confocal imaging electrooptical ellipsometer has been used to measure the
birefringence of the living retina.9 Polarimeters that
used Fourier analysis of a single detected signal found
many applications10,11 in addition to purely ophthalmic
ones. An imaging polarimeter that uses a CCD camera and dual rotating retarders was also reported
recently.12 Here we present an imaging polarimeter without mobile parts, which uses liquid-crystal
variable retarders (LCVR’s) adapted to an ophthalmoscopic double pass (D-P) apparatus. It allows spatially
resolved Mueller matrices (MM’s) in the living human
eye to be measured at both the pupil and the retinal
planes.
The apparatus (Fig. 1) is a D-P conf iguration1,2
incorporating two electronically controlled LCVR’s,
one in the first pass [polarization-state generator
(PSG)] and the other in the second pass [polarizationstate analyzer (PSA)]. To calculate the 16 elements
of the MM requires at least 16 measurements for
independent polarization states of PSG–PSA combinations.13 Driving the LCVR’s with appropriate
voltages (defined after calibration) can produce only
three completely independent states of polarization.
These states are approximately linear horizontal,
linear vertical, and right circular. Placing two additional quarter-wave plates in the entrance and exit
optical paths produces a fourth state (approximately
45± linear). The eye is illuminated by a 633-nm
He –Ne laser beam, an afocal system (lenses L2 and L3 )
allows the beam to be focused correctly on the retina,
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and a scientif ic-grade slow-scan CCD camera records
images of either the retina or the eye’s pupil plane,
depending on the placement of lens L4 . Red light
was used to reduce bleaching of the photoreceptors,
which could affect the polarization of backscattered
light.14 Reference intensities recorded by a photodiode were used to correct the mean intensity level in the
images, according to f luctuations of the light source.
First we calibrated the complete setup to determine
the accuracy of the instrument. The identity matrix
of the air was measured with errors of less than 0.5%
in each coeff icient. A quarter-wave plate was also

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the imaging polarimeter: P, linear polarizer; NDF, neutral-density filter;
O, point source; BS1 , pellicle beam splitter to measure
the reference intensity with the detector; M, microscope
objective; RQWP1 , RQWP2 , removable quarter-wave plates;
BS2 , pellicle beam splitter; L1 L4 , achromatic lenses; AP1 ,
AP2 , apertures acting as the stop for the first and second
passes, respectively; BD, light trapper; O0 , retinal image;
O00 , D-P image.
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measured with the apparatus for three orientations
of the fast axis. The measured values of retardation
(180± expected) and azimuth15 were (178.2, 20.5),
(179.9, 30.6), and (179.4, 44.4) for 0±, 30±, and 45±
orientation, respectively.
Series of 16 images (4-s exposure time and 256 3 256
pixels with 16 bitsypixel) were recorded for the combinations of polarization states in the incoming and outgoing paths. The series of images corresponds either
to D-P retinal images of a point source (with 2- and
5-mm pupil diameters) or to pupil plane images (illuminating the eye with a 2-mm-diameter beam). Noise
in the images was reduced by application of a median
filter. Every D-P retinal image was subsampled to
32 3 32 pixels (each pixel corresponded to 0.92 min
of arc of visual field). The corneal ref lex, which appeared quite bright and localized in the images of the
pupil, was digitally removed, and those images were
also subsampled to 48 3 48 pixels (with each pixel corresponding to 0.16 mm). The MM’s of the eye plus the
retina were calculated for each pixel of the images by
a matrix inversion method brief ly described in what
follows.
For each polarization state produced by the PSG
smd
[with a Stokes vector SPSG ], the light emerging from the
PSA, before it reaches the CCD camera, has a Stokes
snd
vector fSPSA g given by
snd

snd

smd

SPSA  M PSA MT MMR SPSG ,

a MM is obtained at each pixel of the images. These
results are conceptually similar to the polarizationaberration functions and point-spread matrices
previously reported for general optical systems,12,16
although in this case the matrices contain information
on the two passages through the eye and the retinal
ref lection.
Spatially resolved MM’s were measured in three
normal subjects for the D-P retinal image in the fovea
and the eye’s pupil plane. As an example, results for
one of the subjects are presented. Figure 2 shows the
D-P MM retinal images obtained with a 2-mm pupil
diameter. Each image corresponds to one element of

(1)

where MT and MR are the MM’s of the pellicle beam
splitter (BS2 in Fig. 1) in transmission and ref lection, respectively, previously measured in the calibration process; M is the MM of the eye, including the
snd
two passes, and M PSA is one of the four MM’s of the
PSA (each corresponding to an independent state).
snd
smd
For every SPSG there are four M PSA , four Stokes vecsnd
tors SPSA , and four intensities (pixel values in each
image) Imn sn  1, 2, 3, 4d. Because four independent
smd
SPSG sm  1, 2, 3, 4d are considered, sixteen values of
intensity sImn d are recorded. Let MPSA be an auxiliary
4 3 4 matrix, with each row being the first row of every
snd
smd
M PSA , SOUT be the Stokes vector that corresponds to every state coming back from the eye and before it enters
smd
smd
the PSA when SPSG is produced by the PSG fSOUT 
smd
s1d
s2d
s3d
s4d
MT MMR SPSG g, and MS-OUT  fSOUT , SOUT , SOUT , SOUT g
be an auxiliary matrix. Then
Imn  MPSA MS-OUT ,
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Fig. 2. Images corresponding to the elements of the D-P
MM’s in the eye. The elements in the top row are 1-1,
1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 from left to right. Each image subtends
29 min of arc of visual field. The gray level code is the
following: white is 1, black is 21, and gray is zero.

(2)

where Imn is another auxiliary 4 3 4 matrix whose
elements are the intensity measurements for the
16 combinations of the PSG–PSA. By inversion of
Eq. (2) the elements of MS-OUT are obtained. Finally,
the MM of the eye sM d is computed by
M  sMT d21 MS-OUT sMPSG d21 sMR d21 ,
s1d

s2d

s3d

s4d

(3)

where MPSG  fSPSG , SPSG , SPSG , SPSG g is the auxiliary
4 3 4 matrix whose columns are the four Stokes vectors
of the states produced by the PSG. By this procedure

Fig. 3. Images corresponding to the elements of the eye’s
pupil plane MM’s in the eye. Each image corresponds to
7.7 mm in the pupil plane. The gray level code is the same
as for Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Degree of polarization in the D-P image (obtained
with a 2-mm pupil diameter). The image subtends 29 min
of arc of visual field. The gray code ranges from white
(0.9) to black (0.1).

tion.17 This parameter is the percentage of the incident light that remains polarized, although it can be
in a different polarization state, after a double pass
through the eye media and ref lection in the retina.
Figures 4 and 5 shows the degrees of polarization that
correspond to the D-P images and to the eye’s pupil
plane, respectively. These results conf irm earlier experiments with parallel and crossed linear polarizers,18
suggesting that most of the light that forms the central parts of the D-P images remains polarized, while
the skirt contains depolarized light. Our results show
that, for 2-mm pupil diameter, ,80% of the light that
forms the cores of the D-P images remains polarized,
whereas in the skirt (from ,12 min of arc off center)
only 20% of the light is polarized. The degree of polarization follows approximately the shape of the intensity
in the retinal image. For the 5-mm pupil diameter, the
percentage of polarized light that forms the core of the
image is lower.
In conclusion, we have developed an imaging polarimeter to be used in the living eye and have presented series of spatially resolved MM’s for the retinal
and pupil planes. The instrument could be adapted to
record high-magnification polarization-coded images
of the retina or be used with minor modif ications in
other applications.
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Fig. 5. Degree of polarization in the eye’s pupil plane.
The image subtends 7.7 mm over the pupil. The gray code
ranges from white (0.9) to black (0.1).
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